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Committee Prods Congress to Rein in Obama NLRB

Lawmakers’ ‘Power of the Purse String’ Can Protect Right to Work
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As this Newsletter edition goes
to press, it’s been nearly four months
since President Barack Obama’s radical
National Labor Relations Board (NLRB)
began implementing its sweeping overhaul
of decades-old procedures through which
Big Labor may obtain “exclusive”
bargaining power over workers.
One key aim of the Obama
Administration’s new rules is to shorten
dramatically the amount of time workers
have to share information with one
another over the likely consequences of
unionization.
To help accomplish this objective,
NLRB bureaucrats are now allowing
unionization elections to occur even when
up to 20% of the workers casting ballots
are potentially ineligible to vote.

Employees’ Phone Numbers,
E-Mail Addresses Must Be
Given to Union Organizers
The three forced-unionism cheerleaders on the Obama NLRB who rubberstamped the “ambush election” scheme
late last year actually claimed that it’s fair
for federal bureaucrats to wait until after a
unionization ballot to decide whose votes
should count, and whose shouldn’t!
National Right to Work Committee
President Mark Mix commented:
“Any nonpartisan observer can see that
what Obama NLRB appointees are really
doing is empowering the agency’s unionboss ‘friendly’ bureaucrats to manipulate
the certification process to make it almost
impossible for a Big Labor unionization
campaign to fail.”
Other provisions in the certification
campaign
overhaul
mandate
that
employers hand over employee phone
numbers, e-mail addresses, and work

President Barack Obama’s National
Labor Relations Board is giving union
bosses like AFL-CIO czar Richard

Tr u m k a e n o r m o u s l a t i t u d e t o
determine which employees will get to
vote in a union organizing election.

schedules to union organizers within two
days after an election is directed.
Employers are required to surrender to
union organizers the personal information
of all employees who may be unionized,
including even employees who expressly
ask their employer not to do it.

already making unionization campaigns
even more one-sided and stifling the right
of employees to remain union-free.
“And the Obama NLRB has recently
signaled that even more brazen bids to
corral workers into union ranks may be in
the pipeline.”
The most egregious example, he noted,
came this April, when the Obama NLRB
issued a “call for briefs” signaling its
intent to reverse board and court decisions
going back to 1953 in order to help forced
fee-hungry union bosses circumvent state
Right to Work laws.
Mr. Mix explained:
See Gutted page 2

Zealots on the NLRB Poised
To Make Monopoly-Bargaining
Regime Even More Unjust
Mr. Mix concluded, “The NLRB’s
new ambush union organizing rules are

Right to Work Would Be Gutted
Continued from page 1

“Under the National Labor Relations
Act, employees who choose not to join
a union can take money out of their own
pockets to pay for a nonunion lawyer to
argue a grievance they have with their
employer regarding what they believe is a
misapplication or a misinterpretation of a
company policy.
“But in that case, any settlement
that is reached may be junked by union
officials because it doesn’t conform to the
monopoly contract!
“Now the Obama NLRB apparently
wants to compound the injustice for
employees in Right to Work states.
“Under the proposed rule it floated this
spring, any union nonmember who lives
in one of these 25 states and, realizing he
or she has no real choice, follows unioncreated grievance procedures will be
forced to pay so-called ‘processing’ fees
to the union.”
Last month, the forced fee-forgrievances scheme was
temporarily
derailed when the parties directly involved
in the particular case the Obama NLRB

was using to gut state Right to Work
laws (Steelworkers Local 1192) reached a
settlement.

Unless Congress acts, the Obama
NLRB’s next move could be to
overturn decades of legal precedents

simply in order to help forced feehungry union bosses circumvent state
Right to Work laws.

Appropriations ‘Riders’
Could Rein in Rogue NLRB
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But it could be relaunched as soon as
NLRB members find another case giving
them an opportunity to “reinterpret”
Section 14(b) of the Taft-Hartley Act to
green-light compelled financial support
for unions in every Right to Work state.
Fortunately, the U.S. Congress has
the authority both to halt the NLRB’s
ongoing assault on independent-minded
employees’ privacy and freedom and
prevent the NLRB from finally making
come true the union hierarchy’s decadesold dream of eviscerating state Right to
Work laws.
Heeding the pleas of thousands and
thousands of Committee members from
whom they had received letters, phone
calls, e-mails, postcards and petitions
asking them to rein in the rogue NLRB,
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Capitol Hill appropriators recently
introduced H.R.3020 and S.1695 in House
and Senate subcommittees.
Both of these appropriations bills,
which could come up for floor votes
before or after Congress takes its latesummer vacation, include riders stopping
the NLRB from continuing to implement
the “ambush election” rules it put into
effect in mid-April.
H.R.3020 and S.1695 also include
riders blocking the Obama NLRB from
spending any of its appropriation on
cases that challenge the board’s 1976
ruling in Machinists, Local 697 and
other precedents that bar forced fees for
grievances.

President Obama Won’t Give
Up Easily, But Right to
Work Supporters Can Win
“If House Speaker John Boehner
[R-Ohio] and Senate Majority Leader
Mitch McConnell [R-Ky.] give their
full support to efforts to stop the NLRB
zealots, I am confident Congress will
approve an FY 2016 appropriations bill
that prevents this agency from rewriting
federal labor law by bureaucratic fiat,”
said Mr. Mix.
“But congressional passage is just one
modest step on the road to a Right to Work
victory in the battle over the radically proforced unionism NLRB.
“Since, thanks to determined opposition
from Committee members and their allies,
President Obama has been unable to enact
legislation directly expanding Big Labor’s
forced-unionism privileges during his
six-and-a-half years in office, he wants
desperately to accomplish the same goal
administratively.
“Only if self-avowed foes of forced
unionism in Congress make it crystal
clear to the President that they will never
back down and send him an NLRB
appropriation without Right to Workprotecting riders is there a chance that the
President will ultimately sign a measure
like H.R.3020 or S.1695.
“Without a doubt, this is an uphill
battle. But it is a winnable one.”
Mr. Mix vowed that the Committee
would continue mobilizing more and
more freedom-loving Americans across
the country to contact their elected
officials regarding the absolute necessity
of retaining all of the pro-Right to Work
riders in the Labor, HHS and Education
Appropriations Act for FY 2016.
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Pennsylvania Governor Bows to UFCW Union Dons

Government-Sector Union
Density 6.7 Times as High
As in the Private Sector
But in practice, Mr. Wolf does
vehemently oppose privatization, no doubt
primarily for one highly political reason:
United Food and Commercial Workers
(UFCW) union bosses wield monopolybargaining and forced-dues privileges over
thousands of employees at governmentcontrolled liquor stores in the Keystone
State today.
The UFCW union hierarchy knows
that, if Pennsylvania’s liquor and wine
sales are privatized, there’s a strong
possibility employees will ditch the union.
According to labor economists
Barry Hirsch and David Macpherson, in
2014 55.9% of government employees
in Pennsylvania were subject to union
monopoly bargaining, compared to
just 8.4% of the state’s private-sector
employees.
That’s largely because government
employers know Big Labor will be a
powerful lobbying force, helping them get
more taxpayer funding for their agency
if they supinely acquiesce to monopoly
bargaining and forced union dues.
Private employers have no remotely
equivalent incentive to sell out their
employees’ freedom.
Democrat politicians in the Keystone
State depend heavily on the forced duesfunded union political machine to get
elected and re-elected.
Consequently, if UFCW union bigwigs
across Pennsylvania regard liquor store
privatization as a threat to their money
and clout, the highest-ranking Democrat
elected official in the state is bound to
oppose privatization.
Hence Mr. Wolf’s recent veto of an
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Today Pennsylvania is one of just two
states in which the government retains
monopolies on retail sales of both liquor
and wine consumed off premises.
According to recent polling, ordinary
citizens in Pennsylvania overwhelmingly
favor privatization of the sale of alcohol.
And there’s no compelling reason
to believe Pennsylvania’s governor,
Democrat Tom Wolf, really disagrees
with the majority of his constituents about
whether, in principle, the state government
should maintain exclusive control over
retail liquor and wine sales.

CREDIT THE INSET PHOTO TO: LARRY ROBERTS/
PITTSBURGH POSTGAZETTE

Consumers, Taxpayers Keep Getting Gouged in the Keystone State

Voters overwhelmingly favor privatization of Pennsylvania’s anticonsumer government monopoly over

liquor and wine sales. But Big Labor
politicians like Gov. Tom Wolf (inset)
perpetuate the status quo.

alcoholic beverage sales-privatization bill
that proponents plausibly contend would
have added $220 million to state treasuries
without raising anyone’s taxes.
National Right to Work Committee
Vice President Greg Mourad commented:
“Of course, the governor does not
try to justify publicly his support for
perpetuating a government monopoly over
the sale of alcoholic beverages other than
beer by citing union-boss opposition.”

what should rightfully be a private
business.”

‘Soviet-Style System’
Somehow Better For Consumers
Than a Free Market?
“Instead,” continuted Mr. Mourad,
“Mr. Wolf insists that what the Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette has rightly described as a
‘Soviet-style system that’s unresponsive
to consumers and slow to change’ is
somehow superior to a free market.
“But this is a claim that even many of
the governors’ habitual supporters can’t
swallow.”
The incredulity of the Harrisburg
Patriot-News editorial page, which just
last year endorsed Mr. Wolf first in the
Democrat gubernatorial primary and then
in the general election, is typical:
“Competition among businesses that
want to make money isn’t preferable to a
state-run system?
“Isn’t private enterprise a cornerstone
of the American economy?
“Also, 48 other states have privately
run liquor [and or wine] systems. None
are clamoring for the state to take over

Compulsory Unionism
Corrupts Process of
Political Decision-Making
Mr. Mourad noted that the extraordinary
difficulty of privatizing Pennsylvania’s
liquor stores, even as UFCW union bosses
themselves tacitly admit customer service
in the current system is poor, illustrates
the corrupting influence of compulsory
unionism on all kinds of elected officials
“While today it is a union-label
Democrat governor who is obstructing
a reform that is almost universally
recognized as necessary, just a few years
ago it was powerful GOP legislators,
similarly beholden to Big Labor, who
ensured that Keystone State consumers
and taxpayers kept getting gouged.
“If Pennsylvania had a Right to
Work law to protect private-sector and
government-sector employees from being
fired for refusal to bankroll a union, it
would substantially curtail the inordinate
clout that self-serving Big Labor bosses
like UFCW kingpin Wendell Young wield
in state politics.
“Making union membership and
financial support fully voluntary would
pave the way for privatization of alcohol
sales and a host of other free-market
measures that Pennsylvania employees
and employers need to remain competitive
and flourish in the 21st Century American
economy.”
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California End-Run of U.S. Supreme Court?
Bill Would Corral Home-Based Child-Care Providers Into Unions

‘You Know That by
Becoming a Care Provider
You Joined a Union, Right?’
One home care provider in
Washington State who was forced to
attend such a “training session” recently
reported to the Olympia-based Freedom
Foundation what he and his fellow
trainees had been falsely told by José
Manzano, an organizer with Service
Employees International Union (SEIU)
Local 775:
“You know that by becoming a care

low-income children into unions.
Mr. de León has faced more intense
opposition to this power grab than he
evidently expected in Big Labordominated Sacramento.

CREDIT: LABOR PROJECT FOR WORKING FAMILIES/
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Last year, in Harris v. Quinn, a case
argued and won by National Right to
Work Legal Defense Foundation
attorneys, the U.S. Supreme Court put a
modest, but significant limit on
government union bosses’ forced-dues
privileges.
Thanks to Harris, home health
caregivers, daycare providers, group
home leaders, and other Americans who
perform services for individuals, but
receive indirect funding from the
government, may not for that reason be
forced to support a government union
financially.
Unfortunately, union bosses and many
of their puppet politicians around the
country appear to be unwilling to accept
that outcome.
In state after state, union bosses are
colluding with bureaucrats to force all
care providers, including those who
choose not to join their organizations, to
attend “training sessions,” during which
they are served up ample portions of Big
Labor propaganda.

‘People Shouldn’t Be
Forced to Be Part of a Club
They Don’t Want to Join’

Union czarina Mary Kay Henry is
determined to keep dragging home
care providers into her SEIU empire.
provider you joined a union, right?”
Fortunately, a number of state and
local government agencies have so far
resisted helping SEIU International
P r e s i d e n t M a r y K a y H e n r y, h e r
lieutenants, and other union chiefs
circumvent the Harris decision.
That’s why SEIU officials in
California, for example, are now
pressuring legislators to mandate by
statute that home daycare providers who
choose not to join a union as well as
those who do follow procedures attend
training sessions approved by Big Labor.
In the Golden State, union-label
Senate President Pro Tem Kevin de León
(D-Los Angeles) is currently leading the
c h a rg e f o r S . B . 5 4 8 , a m e a s u r e
specifically designed to corral homebased providers of daycare for
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Consequently, he has not yet
succeeded in getting a floor vote as this
Newsletter edition goes to press. He has
recently reaffirmed his determination to
see S.B.548 become law.
National Right to Work Committee
Vice President Matthew Leen commented
that the fact that legislators in California
and elsewhere are still trying to ram into
law bills to pressure home care providers
into bankrolling unions a year after
Harris illustrates how no Right to Work
victories are final.
“As Mary Jarvis, an Empire State
home daycare provider and Right to
Work Foundation client, has put it,
‘People shouldn’t be forced to be part of
a club they don’t want to join,’” said Mr.
Leen.
“Sadly, under federal and state labor
laws, millions of employees are still
forced to support financially unions they
would never voluntarily join.
“But since Harris was decided more
than a year ago, independent home
caregivers who don’t work for the
government or a business have had a
recognized right in all 50 states to refuse
to fork over money to an unwanted union.
“That’s a significant step forward for
the Right to Work. Making Harris
protections genuine and practicable,
however, will require eternal vigilance.”

National Committee Stands Ready
To Do ‘Everything Necessary’
To Ensure S.B.548’s Defeat
Mr. Leen vowed that the Committee’s
legislative staff would monitor the
California Senate closely and be ready to
mobilize public opposition as soon as
S.B.548 begins to move forward.
“As difficult as the legislative climate
has been in California for Right to Work
supporters in recent years, I believe this
power grab can be defeated,” he
concluded.
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Core of Puerto Rico Crisis: Union Monopoly
In 1998, public-sector union bosses
and lobbyists arm-twisted elected
officials in the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico into handing them statutory
monopoly-bargaining power to negotiate
government employees’ working
conditions.
At the time, the union-label politicians
who bore the responsibility for adopting
the monopoly-bargaining law vowed that
it would not hurt taxpayers or undermine
the territory’s solvency.
But over the past 17 years, and
especially since the Big Labor political
machine helped install Alejandro García
Padilla of the territory’s Popular
Democratic Party as governor in 2012, it
has become increasingly clear that all
such promises were hollow.
Puerto Rico is now struggling under
the weight of more than $70 billion in
debt, and desperately needs to cut the
territory’s heavily unionized government
payrolls, which consume nearly 70% of
the commonwealth budget.

Rather Than Bankruptcy
Protections, Puerto Rico
Needs Labor Law Reform
In principle, this shouldn’t be so
difficult.
In 2014, according to the U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics, non-federal
government employees represented
24.3% of all nonfarm payroll
employment in Puerto Rico, while
nationwide combined state and local
government made up 13.8% of all
nonfarm payroll jobs.
Yet Mr. Padilla is so beholden to
government union kingpins that he has
publicly committed himself to opposing
any layoffs of government workers, and
refused to budge even after Puerto Rico’s
bond rating fell to “junk” status.
In May, the governor signed into law
a massive increase in the island’s sales
tax, to 11.5% from 7.0%. This was the
fifth tax increase of the Padilla
Administration!
In addition to bloated and Big Labordominated government payrolls, a secular
shrinkage of the entire territorial
workforce is a major reason why Puerto
Rico can’t pay its bills.
T h e c o m m o n w e a l t h ’s t o t a l
employment has fallen by 16% since
2006, and rather than remain jobless a
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Big Labor-Dominated States Headed Down the Same Disastrous Path

The number of 35-54 year-olds residing
in Puerto Rico fell by 5.7% from April
2010 to July 2014. But in forced-

unionism Vermont, for example, the
decline was an even steeper 9.8% over
the same period!

substantial share of Puerto Rico’s
working-age population has moved to the
U.S. mainland.
The ever-worsening debt crisis has
inspired some members of the U.S.
Congress to push for enactment of
legislation that would allow some of
Puerto Rico’s government enterprises,
such as electric and water utility
companies, to file for bankruptcy.
But rather than lobby the Beltway to
help them abrogate their debts, what
elected officials in Puerto Rico really
need to do is reform their laws governing
labor-management relations.
“While Puerto Rico undeniably has
several unique problems, its debt crisis
stems primarily from the same source as
the fiscal woes of many states:
government-promoted monopolistic
unionism,” said Mark Mix, president of
the National Right to Work Committee.

counterparts.
“For example, according to the U.S.
Census Bureau, from April 2010 to July
2014, the number of Puerto Rico
residents in their peak-earning years,
aged 35-54, fell by 5.7%.
“Over the same period, forcedunionism Ohio’s peak-earning-year
population decline was an even steeper
6.6%. In forced-unionism Pennsylvania,
there was a 6.7% drop. And in forcedunionism Vermont, the peak-earning-year
population plummeted by 9.8%!”

Puerto Rico’s WorkingAge Population Decline
Is Far From Unique
Mr. Mix continued:
“And although Puerto Rico’s fiscal
downfall is now probably at a more
advanced stage than that of any state, a
number of states where compulsory
unionism is entrenched are manifestly
headed in the same direction. In some
regards, Puerto Rico is actually in less
dire shape than several of its mainland

Meaningful Budgetary Reforms
Impossible Without Rollback
Of Union Monopoly Privileges
“What Puerto Rico, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Vermont, and many other
states all need,” Mr. Mix noted, “are
legislative rollbacks of their statutes
empowering the agents of a single
government union to act as the
‘exclusive’ spokesmen for all front-line
employees.
“Decades of experience show that, as
long as government union bosses retain
monopoly-bargaining privileges, they
will virtually always use them to
perpetuate counterproductive work rules
and outrageous featherbedding.
“That makes it all but impossible for
elected officials and government
managers to get public spending under
control.”
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Can a ‘Fantasy-Based’ Legal Argument Prevail?
In Reality, NEA Union Bosses Oppose Higher Pay For Many Teachers

Union Bosses Insist That
Performance-Based Pay For
Teachers Is ‘Inappropriate’
In fact, in early April lawyers for the
respondents in Friedrichs, officers of the
NEA-affiliated California Teachers
Association (CTA) union, went so far as
to submit a brief urging the High Court
not to take the case that flatly
contradicted formal resolutions
repeatedly issued by their parent union.
For example, the CTA/NEA brief,
filed by a team of lawyers led by
Jeremiah Collins of the union-label D.C.
firm of Bredhoff & Kaiser, is completely
inconsistent with this sentence from
Section F-9 of the NEA Representative
Assembly’s 2014-2015 resolutions:
The NEA union “opposes providing
additional compensation to attract and/or
retain education employees in hard-torecruit positions.”
National Right to Work Committee
Vice President Mary King explained what
this stance, first officially adopted by the
NEA Representative Assembly in 2000,
means in practice:
“Suppose a school district is having a
hard time finding a qualified individual to
teach Special Ed, English as a Second
Language, Physics, Chemistry or
Calculus, for example, and wishes to
offer a salary higher than the unionnegotiated rate in order to persuade
someone who can do the job well to
accept it.
“The teacher union brass will
definitely oppose the ‘additional
compensation.’

6
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At the end of June, the U.S. Supreme
Court agreed to take up in its next term
Friedrichs v. California Teachers
Association, a case in which the
extraction of forced fees for union
monopoly bargaining from public
servants as a condition of employment
faces a First Amendment challenge.
Friedrichs is based largely on
precedents argued and won by National
Right to Work Legal Defense Foundation
attorneys on behalf of their employee
clients.
And National Education Association
(NEA) teacher union and other
government union bosses tried
desperately to prevent this case from
being heard by the High Court.

Is NEA union lawyer Jeremiah Collins
really unfamiliar with the content of the
NEA’s published resolutions?

“But union kingpins won’t complain
if the district ‘solves’ the problem by
hiring someone who lacks the knowledge
base to do the job well.”
Another example of uncompromising
NEA-boss opposition to higher pay for
particular classes of educators is also
found in Section F-9:
“The Association further believes that
performance pay schedules, such as merit
pay or any other system of compensation
based on an evaluation of an education
e m p l o y e e ’s p e r f o r m a n c e , a r e
inappropriate.”

Friedrichs Brief Pretends
NEA Union Officials Always
Back More Pay For Teachers
“Without a doubt,” said Ms. King, “a
substantial share of the hundreds of
thousands of teachers nationwide who are
forced under state law to bankroll NEAaffiliated local and state unions and the
NEA itself as a condition of employment
believe correctly that they would benefit
from a merit-based compensation policy.
But union bigwigs unabashedly oppose
all such policies.”
If the stance of NEA union officials in
opposition to higher compensation for
many teachers is plain from the union’s
published resolutions, why are Mr.
Collins and the rest of the NEA/CTA

legal team in Friedrichs pretending that
the union hierarchy favors higher pay for
teachers in all cases?
The Friedrichs plaintiffs are teachers
who do not belong to the CTA union.
They do not agree with the positions it
takes in acting as K-12 employees’
monopoly-bargaining agent, and do not
believe it is permissible under the First
Amendment for the state of California to
force them to pay $600 a year or more to
union officials in order to continue
educating children.
They and their attorneys, who belong
to the Cleveland-based law firm Jones
Day, believe they have a good chance of
success in the wake of Foundation clients
and attorneys’ 2014 victory in Harris v.
Quinn.
The majority opinion in this case
acknowledged, for the first time, that the
constitutional foundation of public-sector
forced union dues is “questionable.”

Do NEA Union Lawyers Really
Think They Can Ignore the
Content of NEA Resolutions?
In their April brief to the High Court,
the NEA legal team insisted that the
forced-fee regime to which the plaintiffs
object is “simply a requirement that a
nonmember teacher who receives . . .
additional compensation as a result of the
unions’ efforts . . . must pay a share of the
unions’ costs . . . .”
“The fact is,” noted Ms. King, “the
NEA’s own public resolutions show
educators who are well-qualified to teach
in subject areas for which there are
shortages and educators who school
boards believe are performing well-above
average often receive lower
compensation as a result of ‘unions’
efforts.’
“Do Jeremiah Collins et al really hope
to sway the Supreme Court to reject the
Friedrichs plaintiffs’ First Amendment
claims based on a fantasy about how
union monopoly bargaining works, rather
than an understanding of how it actually
works?
“Only future respondents’ briefs in
Friedrichs and the oral argument that will
take place either this fall or in the spring
of 2016 can settle that question.”
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Unions Must ‘Prove Their Worth’
Continued from page 8

The contrast between Right to Work
states and forced-unionism states remains
stark when one focuses only on Missouri
and the eight states with which it shares a
border.
In the six Right to Work states
(Arkansas, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska,
Oklahoma and Tennessee) that neighbor
Missouri, the aggregate population aged
5-17 rose by a total of 262,000, or 7.7%,
from 2004 to 2014.
But in Missouri and its two forcedunionism neighbor states (Illinois and
Kentucky), the school-age population
fell by an aggregate 123,000. In Missouri
alone, the K-12 population rose by a scant
0.5%.
Why does the number of schoolchildren
keep rising in states that prohibit Big
Labor from forcing workers to join or
pay dues or fees to a union as a condition
of employment, even as it falls in states
that do not protect employees from
compulsory unionism?

Right to Work States Are
More Attractive Places in
Which to Raise Children

‘family-supporting jobs’ in Missouri.
“But this is not the most compelling
reason why legislators in Jefferson City
should vote to override Gov. Nixon’s veto
of H.B.116 this fall.”

Grass-Roots Right to
Work Supporters Keep
Turning Up The Heat
“The fundamental reason for any state
to adopt a Right to Work law,” Mr. Mix
continued, “is that it’s morally wrong for
public policy to force any employee to
bankroll a private organization in order to
get or keep a job.”
Mr. Kinder himself made this point
well in his statement calling for a formal
debate on H.B.116:
“If a worker in our state does not want
to pay union fees, [he or she] should not
be required to do so just to get or keep a

job.
“Let the unions prove their worth, and
workers will gladly pay for membership.”
Mr. Mix vowed that over the coming
weeks the National Right to Work
Committee would continue to offer
strategic assistance to grass-roots forcedunionism foes in Missouri who are turning
up the pressure on elected officials who
have sided with Big Labor up to now.
“Because of the uniform opposition
of Mr. Nixon’s fellow Democrats in
the Legislature and the feckless efforts
of a handful of GOP solons to appease
the union hierarchy by helping to kill
Right to Work, overriding the H.B.116
gubernatorial veto will be an uphill
battle,” Mr. Mix acknowledged.
“But by getting this legislation to
Mr. Nixon’s desk, citizen activists have
virtually guaranteed Right to Work will be
an issue in the 2016 Missouri gubernatorial
elections.
“And that bodes very well for the
future of individual freedom in the ShowMe State.”

Biggest Gainers and Losers of K-12
School-Age Residents, 2004-2014
GAINERS

The reason is not immigration from
abroad, which affects Right to Work states
and non-Right to Work states more or less
equally.
In fact, forced-unionism California,
New York, and New Jersey have together
endured a net population loss of 702,000
school-age children since 2004, despite
the fact that they rank #1, #2, and #3 for
share of population that is foreign born,
respectively.
“The key reason for the school-age
population shift is simple: Parents and
prospective parents are moving to Right
to Work states from forced-unionism
states,” explained National Right to Work
Committee President Mark Mix.
“They obviously find that Right to
Work states, with lower living costs and
more jobs available, are more attractive
places to live, and, particularly, to raise
children.”

No Worker Should Be
Forced to Join or Pay
Dues to a Union

LOSERS

Utah
Idaho
Texas
Wyoming
North Dakota
Nevada
Oklahoma
North Carolina

+28.6%
+18.0%
+16.6%
+16.5%
+14.2%
+11.9%
+11.2%
+10.7%

Rhode Island
New Hampshire
Vermont
Maine
New York
Connecticut
Illinois
Pennsylvania

-13.2%
-12.7%
-12.4%
-9.7%
-8.5%
-6.4%
-6.4%
-6.2%

Georgia
Tennessee
Arizona
Colorado
South Dakota
Nebraska
South Carolina
Iowa

+10.7%
+8.6%
+8.6%
+8.5%
+7.8%
+7.5%
+6.7%
+6.1%

New Jersey
Ohio
California
Alaska
Louisiana
Massachusetts
Maryland
West Virginia

-6.1%
-4.9%
-4.7%
-4.4%
-4.3%
-4.2%
-3.9%
-2.2%

Right to Work States

Compulsory-Unionism States

Indiana and Michigan, which became Right to Work in 2012 and 2013, respectively, are excluded
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census

Mr. Mix continued, “Lt. Gov. Kinder
has good reason to predict that a Right to
Work law will help increase the number of

Fifteen of the 16 top-ranking states for
K-12 population growth since 2004 bar
forced dues. But among the bottom-

ranking states, only Louisiana had a Right
to Work law prior to 2013. Families are
clearly “voting with their feet”.
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‘Family-Supporting Jobs’ on the Line in Missouri
Right to Work Activists Push For Override of Governor’s Veto
rescue H.B.116 from Mr. Nixon’s veto
pen.
And declared 2016 gubernatorial
candidates Randy Asbury, Catherine
Hanaway and Peter Kinder are among
the political figures who have heeded
numerous constituent requests to speak
out publicly in support of efforts to
override Mr. Nixon’s veto.

Lieutenant Governor:
Missouri Is ‘at an
Economic Disadvantage’
Early last month, for example, Mr.
Kinder publicly expressed his desire to
participate in a debate with Mr. Nixon or
Democrat Attorney General Chris Koster
(another Right to Work foe), or both
politicians, regarding whether mandatory

CREDIT: ST. LOUIS-SOUTHERN ILLINOIS LABOR TRIBUNE

Back in early June, H.B.116, a
measure to make Missouri America’s 26th
Right to Work state, fell prey to Big Labor
Democrat Gov. Jay Nixon’s veto after
having been approved by wide majorities
in both chambers of the Legislature.
Since the veto was issued, the
conventional wisdom in the Missouri and
national media has been that the state’s
Right to Work supporters will be unable
to muster sufficient legislative votes to
override it.
This may indeed prove correct.
But freedom-loving Missouri citizen
groups and individuals are refusing to
give up.
This summer, they are lobbying
potentially wavering lawmakers intensely,
hoping to persuade enough of them to
switch to a pro-Right to Work stance to

union dues and fees ought to be abolished
in Missouri.
In his brief statement regarding his
desire to have a formal debate, Mr. Kinder
first expressed his view that H.B.116
would help Missouri economically:
“I believe Right to Work will help
Missouri attract and retain the familysupporting jobs we need for our state to
thrive.
“We are at an economic disadvantage
because, unlike six of our neighboring
states, we do not have a Right to Work
law.”

Since 2004, Forced-Unionism
States’ Total School-Age
Population Fell by 1.11 Million
Age-segregated state population data
regularly published by the U.S. Census
Bureau and updated in late June furnish
strong support for Mr. Kinder’s contention
that compulsory unionism is suppressing
the creation and retention of “familysupporting jobs” in Missouri.
The Census data show that, nationwide,
the U.S. K-12 school-age population (five
to 17 years old) grew by roughly 500,000,
or just 0.9%, from 2004 to 2014.
Although nationwide growth in K-12
population over the past decade was under
1%, the 22 states that had Right to Work
laws on the books for the entire period
saw their K-12 contingent increase by
8.9%, or 1.84 million.
Meanwhile, states that lacked Right
to Work protections for the whole time
experienced a school-age population
decline of 3.8%, or 1.11 million.
(Indiana and Michigan, whose laws
took effect in 2012 and 2013, are excluded.
Wisconsin, whose Right to Work law was
adopted only this year, is counted as a
forced-unionism state.)

Missouri’s K-12 Population
Growth Just 7% of Average
For Right to Work Neighbors

Gov. Jay Nixon visited St. Louis
(pictured) and Kansas City union halls
to ceremonially veto the Missouri Right
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to Work Bill twice. Union militants were
delighted, but ordinary employees will
bear the cost.

As the chart on page seven of this
Newsletter edition shows, 15 of the 16
top-ranking states for K-12 population
growth over the past decade are Right to
Work states, while among the 16 states
with K-12 population losses of greater
than 2%, just one has long-standing Right
to Work protections.
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